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Abstract. Bu�ers in switches or routers are used to achieve su�ciently
high utilization of transmission resources but permanently �lled bu�ers
add excessive queuing delay to communication. Active queue manage-
ment (AQM) accommodates infrequent tra�c bursts but avoids a stand-
ing queue. Currently, many new AQM mechanisms are discussed in the
IETF. In this work, we propose a new AQM mechanism based on the
idea of congestion policing. We evaluate its performance for various net-
working scenarios and transport protocols, and illustrate the impact of
its parameters.
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1 Introduction

Bu�erbloat [14] is the phenomenon that end-to-end delay in the Internet can
be very high due to large bu�ers in switching nodes on the paths. The delay
occurs if large bu�ers get �lled as this increases the queueing delay of packets.
This observation has fueled the discussion of new active queue management
(AQM) mechanisms for the Internet. Random Early Detection (RED) has been
proposed as AQM for the Internet [6] already in 1998, but so far there is only
little deployment which is also due to its rather di�cult con�guration. Therefore,
the IETF has started a new working group on �Active Queue Management and
Packet Scheduling� (AQM) [18] where novel AQM algorithms are investigated
and standardized.

Congestion policing (CP) is the idea that tra�c gets policed if a certain
amount of congestion is exceeded. The idea was �rst introduced in [10] to improve
the fairness among competing users on a remote link under congestion conditions.
Packets of a user get dropped when he causes more CE-marked packets than
his congestion allowance in form of a con�gured rate plus some tolerance. A
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quantitative evaluation was missing. In this work, we take a step back and apply
this principle to the tra�c entering a local queue: if more congestion occurs than
a prede�ned amount, some packets are dropped. We propose an appropriate
de�nition of congestion and design a congestion policer. The congestion policer
is based on a token bucket and controls all tra�c entering the queue. This yields
the CP-AQM mechanism. We propose suitable token bucket parameters and
investigate CP-AQM by means of simulation in di�erent networking scenarios,
for di�erent transport protocols, and for di�erent tra�c types on a 10 Mb/s link.
We recommend congestion parameters for which low average queue lengths and
high link utilization are observed in all considered experiments.

In Section 2, we revisit related work and in Section 3 we present the design
of CP-AQM. In Section 4 we explain our simulation setup and methodology and
present comprehensive results that give insight into the performance of CP-AQM
and the impact of its parameters. Section 5 summarizes the results and gives an
outlook on future work.

2 Related Work

Bu�ers are deployed in almost all devices of the Internet as they are needed
for e�cient packet multiplexing. Some of them are oversized which may cause
persistent excessive delay if a standing queue occurs. This phenomenon is called
bu�erbloat [14]. It is due to the fact that TCP cannot recognize an increas-
ing queue unless there is packet loss or signi�cant delay. While some authors
are rather doubtful about the prevalence of bu�erbloat and its impact [2, 17],
bu�erbloat has been demonstrated in cellular networks [21]. The authors of [9]
pointed out many sources contributing to Internet latency and countermeasures.

AQMmechanisms generally reduce queue lengths and �ght against bu�erbloat.
Random Early Detection (RED) [13] was among the �rst AQM mechanisms for
the Internet and has been proposed as a standard [6]. The survey in [1] nicely
categorizes a multitude of other AQMs, many of them using the same principle
as RED. The �Adaptive Virtual Queue (AVQ) is a rate-based AQM that at-
tempts to maintain input (arrival) rate at a desired utilization.� [1]. �Stabilized
Virtual Bu�er (SVB) uses both packet arrival rate and queue-length as part of
its congestion indicator and attempts to keep the the packet arrival rate and the
queue-length around their individual target values.� [1]. These mechanisms are
most similar to the proposed CP-AQM scheme, but di�er in a signi�cant detail:
their virtual queue monitors tra�c instead of congestion.

Since low delay has become more important in the recent years and since
RED has not been vastly deployed, the IETF working group AQM [18] has
been established. Its objective is to produce new recommendations for AQM
in the Internet [4]. Three novel AQM mechanisms have been presented in that
course: CoDel, PIE, and GSP. CoDel [27,28] stands for �Controlled Delay�. It is
mostly considered in combination with stochastic fair queuing (SFQ) to isolate
�ows against each other [16]. However, this combination is basically applicable
to any AQM mechanism as bu�er management and scheduling are orthogonal
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to each other [5]. One advantage of CoDel over RED is that it copes with vari-
able capacity links which is relevant in wireless networks. The authors of [23]
provide a comparison between CoDel and RED. Interactions between CoDel
and LEDBAT, a transmission protocol for background tra�c, have been studied
in [15]. The authors of [32] have presented a software-de�ned implementation
in an FPGA for RED and CoDel to support 10 Gb/s. PIE [29, 30] stands for
�Proportional Integral controller Enhanced�. PIE was designed to yield more ef-
�cient implementations than CoDel as it does not require timestamps. It has
already been tested for DOCSIS systems [12,36,37]. A comparison between PIE
and CoDel for DOCSIS is provided in [26]. Another comparison between PIE,
CoDel, and ARED is presented in [22]. GSP is short for �Global Synchronization
Protection for Packet Queues� [25]. The basic operation of GSP relies on �xed
bandwidth. There is an adaptation of GSP for scenarios with higher loads and
for queues with variable capacity. WQM [31] is a novel queue management sys-
tem designed for IEEE 802.11n networks to �ght against bu�erbloat resulting
from variable server rates.

CP-AQM leverages CP. CP limits the maximum congestion a user or tra�c
aggregate can cause by packet drops that are enforced by a policer. The idea
of CP was �rst introduced in [10] and later in [20] and [8]. As it was origi-
nally intended for distributed systems, information about congestion caused by
a �ow and observed by the receiver is returned back to the sender that inserts
information about this observed congestion into the IP header. This informa-
tion is known as re-feedback [10] or congestion exposure (ConEx). An IETF
working group [19] was established to standardize this protocol as experimental
standard. ConEx information is intended to perform congestion management
through CP [11]. Use cases are data centers [7] or backhaul networks for mobile
access networks [24]. A modi�ed version of ConEx-based CP has been presented
in [3]. So far, there is no local application of the CP principle and there is no
quantitative evaluation of CP. This work suggests such a local application and
investigates its performance by means of packet-based simulation.

3 Design of CP-AQM

In this section we introduce CP-AQM. We �rst give an appropriate de�nition of
congestion, then explain the design and operation of CP-AQM, and eventually
derive con�guration parameters.

3.1 Congestion Function

Congestion is a rather informal term denoting some form of overload on a link.
However, we need a quantitative de�nition to measure it. Briscoe quanti�ed it
as a rate of lost and CE-marked packets on a link [8]. As packet loss occurs only
under extreme load, and CE-marking of packets depends on the con�guration of
the marking algorithm, this de�nition is not appropriate for our purpose. Instead
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we provide the following congestion function that depends on the current queue
occupancy x in bytes:

c(x) =

{
0 x < Tc

1 + x−Tc

Qmax−Tc
· (cmax − 1) x ≥ Tc.

(1)

Thereby Qmax is the capacity of the queue in bytes and Tc is the congestion
threshold: queue sizes below that threshold are considered uncongested and
queue sizes equal or larger are considered congested. Congestion starts with
c(Tc) = 1, the severity of congestion linearly increases with the queue length,
and reaches cmax for a full queue. Therefore, cmax should be larger than 1.

3.2 Congestion Policer

The congestion policer drops packets if the congestion on the link exceeds a
con�gured congestion allowance or if the packet does not �t into the queue. The
congestion allowance consists of token bucket parameters: rate RCA (bit/s) and
bucket size BCA (bytes). That means, the policer has a bucket of size BCA that
is continuously re�lled with tokens at a rate of RCA. Let B be the size of a
packet on the link including all overheads. If a packet arrives at the queue and
the queue currently holds x bytes, then the packet contributes B ·c(x) congestion
(bytes). If the �ll state of the bucket is at least B · c(x), the packet is accepted
for sending and the �ll state of the queue is reduced by B · c(x); otherwise, the
packet is dropped by the policer without changing the bucket �ll state. If the
packet must be dropped because the queue is full, the �ll state is not reduced.

There is an important di�erence between CP-AQM and conventional token
bucket (or virtual queue) based policers. Conventional token bucket policers
meter tra�c and drop packets if the tra�c stream exceeds a con�gured rate
by some con�gured tolerance. CP-AQM meters congestion and drops packets if
the congestion stream exceeds the con�gured congestion allowance. Congestion
exists only if the �ll state of the queue is su�ciently high, but then the congestion
rate of a tra�c stream may exceed its tra�c rate.

3.3 Parametrization

Obvious con�guration parameters of CP-AQM are the congestion threshold Tc,
the maximum congestion cmax, and the congestion allowance parameters rate
RCA and bucket size BCA. Let C be the link bandwidth.

If the queue is full and tra�c is sent at link speed C, then a maximum con-
gestion rate of C ·cmax can be generated. Thus, for the policer to be e�ective, the
congestion allowance rate RCA must be smaller than that value. To enable the
policer to avoid permanent queue occupancies of size Tc or larger, the conges-
tion allowance rate RCA should be at most C. If the bucket becomes empty, the
queue is above the congestion threshold Tc. If the sender sends with at least link
bandwidth C in this situation and its congestion allowance rate RCA is set to a
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value smaller than C, then the policer drops at least a fraction of C−RCA

C pack-
ets. To make the loss rate in that situation only dependent on the arrival rate
and the �ll state of the queue, but independent of RCA, we choose RCA = C.

The policer should allow the tra�c to �ll the entire queue, but only for
short time. In particular, �lling the queue with a single burst should be possi-
ble without causing the policer to drop any packets. The resulting amount of
congestion can be approximated by (Qmax − Tc) · 1+cmax

2 , which is a reason-
able lower bound on the bucket size. This value is maximized for Tc = 0 and
cmax = 2 in our experiments, which leads to 3

2 · Qmax. If the physical queue
has room for Qmax = 45 KB and IP packets are 1.5 KB large, a bucket size of

BCA = 45 KB · 1.507KB/pkt1.5 KB/pkt · 1.5 = 67.815 KB is needed after taking the PPP

overhead in our simulation into account which is also respected for the conges-
tion calculation. In the special case of Tc = 0 the bucket needs to be even one
packet larger because then all packets cause congestion, even in the presence of
an empty queue. We use this rule to con�gure BCA for all experiments because
additional runs showed that this bucket size is su�cient to produce high uti-
lization and that larger bucket sizes cannot increase the utilization signi�cantly.
Thus, from a certain bucket size on, CP-AQM is rather insensitive to the conges-
tion allowance bucket size BCA. After all, the congestion threshold Tc and the
maximum congestion cmax remain as con�guration parameters for CP-AQM.

4 Queueing Behavior with CP-AQM

We investigate the impact of the con�guration parameters of CP-AQM on av-
erage queue length and utilization on a 10 Mb/s link. To that end, we consider
various networking scenarios, transport protocols, and tra�c types. We �rst
describe the simulation methodology and experiment setup. We illustrate the
queuing behavior of both TCP New Reno and TCP Cubic connections in vari-
ous networking conditions using tail-drop bu�er management as baseline. Then,
we show how CP-AQM performs under various conditions for non-reactive tra�c
generating persistent severe congestion. Eventually, we investigate the impact of
CP-AQM's con�guration parameters for di�erent networking scenarios and give
recommendations.

4.1 Simulation Methodology and Setup

We used the INET framework [33] of OMNeT++ [34] for simulations. As we do
not trust INET's TCP implementation, we use the Network Simulation Cradle
[35] based on which INET allows to integrate Linux networking stacks including
TCP New Reno and Cubic.

We brie�y describe the simulation setup. Users are connected to a server via a
private, fast access link and a shared, slow bottleneck link. The access links have
capacity Ca = 1 Gb/s and one-way propagation delay Da = 0.1 ms while the
shared bottleneck link has capacity of Cb = 10 Mb/s and a one-way propagation
delay Db. The access links do not cause any packet loss. The queue length on
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the bottleneck link is Qmax = 45 KB which corresponds to 30 maximum-size IP
packets.

For non-reactive tra�c with a given average rate, we consider periodic tra�c
and tra�c with exponential inter-arrival times. TCP performance signi�cantly
depends on round-trip time (RTT) and packet loss. Especially the latter strongly
depends on the number of �ows on the bottleneck link. Therefore, we look at
di�erent networking scenarios with n ∈ {1, 16} TCP �ows andDb =∈ {5, 50}ms.
These values cause round trip times of at least 10.1 ms or 100.1 ms propagation
delay plus transmission and queueing delay which may be signi�cant.

Our simulation features a bottleneck link with Cb = 10 Mb/s over which
PPP frames are transmitted. Thus, packets come with 7 bytes overhead for PPP
header, 20 bytes overhead for IP header, and 8 or 20 bytes overhead for UDP or
TCP header. The maximum transfer unit for an IP packet is 1500 bytes. UDP
tra�c is constant bit rate with 1472 bytes UDP payload per packet.

Each data point in the �gure is an average gained from at least 100 simulation
runs, each of them pertains to a simulation time of at least 100 s with a preceding
10 s warmup phase. Flows were randomly started within the �rst 5 s of the
simulation. In the case of a single �ow, we conducted at least 1000 simulation
runs with a duration of at least 1000 s.

4.2 Tail-Drop Bu�er Management

We illustrate the impact of tail-drop bu�er management on the queueing be-
havior to provide a baseline for CP-AQM. We perform experiment series for
di�erent tra�c types. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the average queue length and
the utilization of the bottleneck link for di�erent one-way delays.

We �rst consider constant-bit rate UDP tra�c with 15 Mb/s on PPP layer.
As the o�ered tra�c is signi�cantly larger than the available bandwidth, the
link utilization is 100% and the queue is always fully occupied regardless of the
one-way delay.

A single TCP New Reno connection also achieves full utilization, but only
up to a one-way delay of about Db = 20 ms while for Db = 50 ms the link
utilization degrades to 92.7%. TCP Cubic is more aggressive and �lls the pipe
up to Db = 25 ms and reaches a utilization of about 98% even for Db = 50
ms. With increasing one-way delay, the average queue length decreases from 20
packets to 10 packets for a single TCP New Reno connection. TCP Cubic leads
to larger average queue length than TCP New Reno as its congestion control
algorithm increases its sending rate more quickly after packet loss.

More TCP connections lead to more congestion. As a result, the link capacity
can be fully used by 16 TCP �ows even for a Db = 50 ms, regardless of the TCP
variant. The average queue length increases to values between 26 and 30 packets
for TCP Cubic and 22.5 and 25.5 packets for TCP New Reno. Also packet loss
becomes signi�cant under these conditions and varies between 4% and 12% for
TCP Cubic and between 2.5% and 9% for TCP New Reno (not shown in the
�gures).
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The fact that TCP can lead to a full queue over long time, which is the case
for average queue lengths above 15 packets, can be considered as bu�erbloat.
In particular for Db = 5 ms, TCP Cubic keeps the bu�er almost constantly full
which is not necessary for e�cient packet multiplexing, but adds delay which
is especially annoying when additional real-time tra�c is also carried over the
bottleneck link.

(a) Average queue length on the bottleneck link.

(b) Utilization on the bottleneck link.

Fig. 1. Impact of networking parameters on the performance of TCP tra�c with tail-
drop bu�er management.

4.3 Non-Responsive Tra�c with CP-AQM

We study how con�guration parameters of CP-AQM in�uence the queueing be-
havior of non-responsive tra�c that causes signi�cant overload. The link uti-
lization was 100% for all experiment series and all investigated con�guration
parameters.
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Figure 2(a) illustrates the average queue length for 15 Mb/s constant bit rate
UDP tra�c on PPP layer with constant packet inter-arrival times. For cmax > 1
the average queue length increases linearly with the congestion threshold Tc but
the exact value of cmax has no impact. We analyze the system behavior. Since
the tra�c rate exceeds the link bandwidth, the queue initially increases so that
the congestion function yields values larger than 1. As a result, the bucket is
drained faster than it is re�lled so that it eventually holds too few tokens to
accept a packet. From this point on, less tra�c than link bandwidth can be
accepted due to c(x) > 1 for x > Tc so that the physical queue shrinks to Tc for
which c(Tc) = 1 holds. At this stage, a tra�c rate of exactly Cb can be accepted
so that excess tra�c is dropped. If the queue size falls below Tc due to a packet
drop, the �ll state of the bucket slightly increases, which allows a packet train of
consecutive packets to be accepted so that the queue exceeds Tc by a very few
packets. Thus, the queue length oscillates with a very low amplitude around Tc.

(a) Constant packet inter-arrival times.

(b) Exponential packet inter-arrival times.

Fig. 2. Impact of CP-AQM con�guration parameters on the average queue length on
the bottleneck link for non-responsive UDP tra�c with a rate of 15 Mb/s.
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Figure 2(b) shows that average queue lengths for non-responsive tra�c with
exponential packet inter-arrival times are larger than for periodic tra�c. This is
due to the fact that the bucket can re�ll signi�cantly during inter-arrival times
that are larger than average, which allows the queue to grow larger afterwards.
We provide a simple model for this phenomenon. We assume that the queue size
falls below Tc for tbelow time which increases the bucket size by Cb · tbelow tokens.
If the queue size above Tc is on average Qavg

above, the duration tabove of the queue
size above Tc can be calculated by

tabove =
Cb · tbelow

Cb ·
Qavg

above−Tc

Qmax−Tc
· (cmax − 1)

. (2)

Example values tbelow = 2.4 ms, cmax = 1.2, Tc = 10 and Qavg
above = 15 yield a

bucket increase by 3000 bytes (2 packets) after which the queue size can stay
tabove = 48 ms at Qavg

above = 15 packets on average. Thus, a very short time (2.4
ms) of the queue size below Tc can allow the queue to stay for long time (48 ms)
above Tc. If we assume an average queue length of 9 packets during tbelow, this
leads to an overall average queue length of 14.7 packets.

The observed deviations increase with smaller maximum congestion cmax.
Thus, with exponential packet inter-arrival times the queue length oscillates more
strongly around Tc, and cmax in�uences the size of the amplitudes. Experiments
with 12 Mb/s lead to larger average queue sizes because this makes larger packet
inter-arrival times more likely. Conversely, 20 Mb/s lead to smaller average queue
sizes.

For a maximum congestion of cmax = 1 we observe in both �gures a straight
line on the level of the average queue length obtained for tail-drop. This param-
eter value does not cause the policer to drop any packets so that the queuing
behavior is independent of the congestion threshold Tc and equal to the one
for drop-tail. This parameter value e�ects that the congestion contributed by a
packet is exactly its size on the channel (PPP frame size in our simulation). As
the congestion allowance rate RCA equals the link bandwidth Cb, the number
of tokens missing in the token bucket of the policer can be at most the current
queue length (minus the congestion threshold Tc, plus the PPP header overhead
of the stored IP packets, to be accurate). As we have chosen the token bucket
size su�ciently larger than the queue size, the token bucket cannot run empty
so that the policer cannot drop packets. In the following, we use the curve for
cmax = 1 as reference for tail-drop.

4.4 TCP Tra�c with CP-AQM

An AQM should be con�gured such that it performs well for all relevant tra�c
patterns. As we observed in the preceding section a signi�cant impact of the
number of TCP �ows, the one-way delay, and the TCP version on average queue
length, we investigate the impact of CP-AQM's con�guration parameters on
queuing behavior for 8 combinations consisting of n ∈ {1, 16} �ows, Db ∈ {5, 50}
ms, and TCP version ∈ {New Reno, Cubic}.
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(a) n = 1 �ow and Db = 5 ms. (b) n = 16 �ows and Db = 5 ms.

(c) n = 1 �ow and Db = 50 ms. (d) n = 16 �ows and Db = 50 ms.

Fig. 3. Average queue lengths on the bottleneck link for TCP New Reno.

Experiments with TCP New Reno Figure 3(a) shows the average queue
length on the bottleneck link for n = 1 TCP New Reno connection and Db = 5
ms. It clearly increases with an increasing congestion threshold Tc and with a
decreasing maximum congestion cmax. We brie�y discuss these �ndings.

The fact that the average queue length increases with the congestion thresh-
old is rather intuitive. A packet contributes to congestion only if the queue
occupation is at least the congestion threshold Tc at its arrival. Only then the
packet can be policed; otherwise it does not contribute any congestion. Thus, for
larger values of Tc, the queue can grow larger without consuming tokens from
the bucket, which e�ects policer drops only at larger queue sizes. The average
queue length is shorter for larger maximum congestions cmax than for small ones.
This is because large values of cmax generate a similar congestion rate already
at lower queue sizes compared to small values of cmax so that CP starts drop-
ping at lower queue sizes. The link utilization reaches mostly 100% except for
Tc ∈ {0, 1} packets and large cmax values where utilization is between 86% and
99% (not shown by �gures). Thus, CP-AQM can limit the average queue length
for Db = 5 ms without sacri�cing hardly any utilization.

Figures 3(b)�3(d) show the results for more TCP New Reno connections, or
longer one-way delays, or both. They are qualitatively the same, but di�er in
detail. For short one-way delays Db = 5 ms or for only a single n = 1 TCP �ow,
the contention for queue space is low enough so that a low congestion threshold
Tc ≤ 5 can enforce small average queue lengths. However, for Db = 50 ms and
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(a) n = 1 TCP New Reno �ow.

(b) n = 16 TCP New Reno �ows.

Fig. 4. Link utilization on the bottleneck link for a one-way delay of Db = 50 ms.

n = 16 TCP New Reno connections, a su�ciently large maximum congestion of
cmax ≥ 1.05 is needed in addition to keep the average queue length low.

The link utilization is exactly or close to 100% for almost all experiments
with a Db = 5 ms. This is di�erent for Db = 50 ms. Figures 4(a) and 4(b)
provide the link utilization for Db = 50 ms and n ∈ {1, 16} TCP Reno �ows.
For n = 1 �ow, the link utilization was only 92.5% with tail-drop (cmax = 1),
but the values for CP-AQM fall below that level (80% � 90%), in particular
for small congestion thresholds Tc and large maximum congestion cmax. Under
these challenging conditions low average queue lengths come at the expense of
reduced link utilization. For n = 16 �ows, signi�cantly reduced link utilization
can be avoided by choosing the maximum congestion as cmax ≤ 1.05.

Experiments with TCP Cubic Figures 5(a)�5(d) show that the more ag-
gressive TCP Cubic variant leads to very similar results regarding average queue
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(a) n = 1 �ow and Db = 5 ms. (b) n = 16 �ows and Db = 5 ms.

(c) n = 1 �ow and Db = 50 ms. (d) n = 16 �ows and Db = 50 ms.

Fig. 5. Average queue lengths on the bottleneck link for TCP Cubic.

length as TCP New Reno. For most con�gurations of Tc and cmax, the average
queue length is slightly larger than for TCP New Reno. For Db = 50 ms and
n = 1 TCP Cubic �ow, CP-AQM may even lead to longer average queue lengths
for large Tc and small cmax than for tail-drop (cmax = 1). This looks coun-
terintuitive at �rst sight, but may be due to implementation speci�cs of TCP
Cubic and the fact that tail-drop regularly �lls the entire queue before packet
loss occurs.

We do not show �gures for the link utilization with TCP Cubic and Db = 50
ms, but report results. For n = 1 �ow, the link utilization is about 98% like for
tail-drop. For small congestion thresholds of Tc ≤ 5 packets and large maximum
congestions of cmax ≥ 1.2, the utilization may range between 94% and 98%.

4.5 Recommendations for Con�guration

We recommend to set the congestion allowance parameters RCA and BCA like
proposed in Section 3.

Looking at all investigated networking scenarios, we propose to set Tc = 5
and cmax = 1.2 because that limits the average queue length to at most 12
packets. The price to pay is a reduced link utilization of 95% for Db = 50 ms
and n = 16 TCP New Reno connections and even lower for n = 1 TCP New
Reno �ow. When choosing a lower maximum congestion of cmax = 1.05, New
Reno achieves almost full link utilization for Db = 50 ms and n = 16 �ows, but
average queue lengths may reach 15 packets in that case. A larger maximum
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congestion of cmax = 1.5 may limit the average queue length to 9 packets with
some more decrease in utilization for Db = 50 ms (82% for n = 1 �ows TCP
New Reno, 94% for n = 16 �ows TCP New Reno, 96% for n = 1 �ow and TCP
Cubic, 99% for n = 16 �ows TCP Cubic), which is moderate for TCP Cubic.
Thus, there is a tradeo� between low average queue length and high utilization
where a decision needs to be taken depending on preference.

5 Conclusion

We have presented CP-AQM as a new AQM mechanism based on the idea of
congestion policing (CP). Two con�guration parameters de�ne congestion based
on the state of the queue and two more con�guration parameters de�ne the
behavior of the congestion policer which is based on a token bucket. We derived
appropriate token bucket parameters and performed experiments to �nd suitable
values for the remaining two parameters that de�ne the congestion function.

To that end, we simulated average queue length and utilization in the pres-
ence of tail-drop and CP-AQM for various con�gurations, networking scenarios
and transport protocols on a 10 Mb/s link. CP-AQM keeps the average queue
length very short in case of persistent overload through non-responsive tra�c.
With reasonable con�guration it achieves also short average queue lengths for
TCP tra�c (New Reno and Cubic) and 100% utilization if multiple �ows are
transmitted. The reduction is signi�cant: CP-AQM (Tc = 5 packets) leads to an
average queue length of only 7 packets for 16 TCP Cubic �ows and a one-way de-
lay of 5 ms instead of 30 packets for tail-drop. If only a single �ow is transmitted,
CP-AQM causes slightly decreased link utilization for large one-way delays in the
range of 50 ms. The most intriguing feature of CP-AQM is that it keeps queue
lengths very short for persistent non-responsive tra�c while allowing mostly full
utilization for TCP tra�c. Moreover, our proposed con�guration of CP-AQM
assures that the entire bu�er can be utilized by a single burst.

While this �rst study of CP-AQM is promising, it is unclear whether CP-
AQM can be extended to cope with varying bandwidth to make it applicable also
for wireless networks. CP-AQM should be compared to other AQM mechanisms
such as RED [13], CoDel [28], PIE [30], and GSP [25]. A comparison is needed
also for bandwidths other than 10 Mb/s, for more complex tra�c patterns, and
for other objectives like keeping the queue length very short even at the expense
of signi�cantly reduced utilization.
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